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ABSTRACT

Bahr, K., 1991. Geologicalnoise in magnetotelluricdata: a classificationof distortion types. Phys. Earth Planet. Inter., 66:

24—38.

Decompositionof the magnetotelluricimpedancetensor into parametersrelevant to a generalEarth model that allows for

galvanic distortion and regional induction has become a powerful data evaluation tool. Two similar techniquesthat

incorporatesuperimpositionof local three-dimensionaland regional two-dimensional structures are considered.Both tech-

niques have two seriouslimitations: (1) the conductivity structuremight be lesscomplex than assumedin the generalmodel

and therefore irrelevantmodel parametersare derived; (2) the regionalconductivity structure maybe more complicated than
indicated by a two-dimensional model.The first problem is addressedin this paper by consideringsevenclassesof general

model of increasingcomplexity. Proceduresare suggestedthat can be usedto assigna particulardatum to only one of the
model classes.Therefore dimensionality parametersare suggestedwhich include conventional and regional skew as well as

local and regionalstructural dimensionality indicators. To addressthe secondproblem, an extensionof the decomposition

techniqueis presentedthat allows for a departurefrom the purely two-dimensionalcasefor regionalstructures.An example,
togetherwith field data, isprovided from theGermandeepdrilling site. It explainshow the decompositiontechniquerecovers

the two impedancephasesbelonging to a large regional anomaly although the impedancetensorsare influenced by strong

local distortion. This examplealso illustrateshow the lengthscaleof inductive structurescanbe estimatedfrom the frequency
dependenceof the structural dimensionalityparameters.

1. Introduction 1987; Bahr, 1988; Groom and Bailey, 1989); (2)
mathematical treatmentsof the impedancetensor

Themost important improvementin our under- as a rank 2 matrix (Eggers, 1982; Spitz, 1985;
standing of experimental magnetotelluric data Cevallos,1986; LaTorracaet al., 1986).
arisesfrom techniquesthat evaluateall four corn- The latter group hasrecentlybeenreviewedby
plex elementsof the magnetotelluric impedance Groom andBailey (1990). The conceptsofferedby
tensor. Thesemethods provide quantitative solu- thesetechniqueshaveseldom beenapplied to ex-
tions for casesin which the measuredimpedance perimental data, probably becausethey do not
tensordoes not conform to the ideal two-dimen- take into accountstatic shifts which seriouslyaf-

sional tensor. They may be split into two groups: fect themeasuredimpedancein many field situa-
(1) decompositionschemeswhich assumea priori tions. In contrast, in the decompositionschemes
general conductivity models and extract the of the first group, a part of the general model is
parametersof a particular model from the ele- used to describelocal conductivity structuresthat
ments of the tensor(Larsen, 1977; Zhang et al., are responsiblefor static shifts. It has become
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evident that ‘telluric distortion’ is a combination that take into account all the elementsof the
of both static shifts and angulardeviationsof the impedancetensor.
inducedtelluric fields. (1) ‘Telluric vectors’ (Schmuckerand Wiens,

In this paper two recentdecompositiontech- 1980; Bahr, 1988).Let ~, ~ be unit vectorsin the
niques based on the principal superimposition north and east direction, respectively.The two
model of a regional two-dimensional(2D) struc- columnsof the impedancetensorare presentedin
ture and a local three-dimensional(3D) structure termsof two complex ‘telluric vectors’,
(Bahr, 1988; GroomandBailey, 1989) are consid-

= ~ + Z~51andç = Z~~ + Z~ (2)
ered in a synoptic manner.The ‘telluric vector - . -

technique’of Bahr (1988) is expandedto takeinto e is the electric field inducedby a magneticfield
accountmoderatedeparturesof the regionalstruc- B~which is linearly polarized in the north—south
ture from the exact 2D case.The resulting for- direction. Only in the specialcasewhere Z~= 0 is
mulae provide analytical solutions for the model this electricfield linearlypolarizedin thewest—east
parameters, e.g. impedance phases, strike and direction. Similarly, e~is inducedby B~.Graphi-
skew, even for strongly distorted tensor imped- cally, eachcomplex telluric vectore~or e~may be
ances.Field dataare treatedfrom a magnetotel- shownby two vectors:the realvectorrepresenting
luric target area in the vicinity of the German the electric field in phasewith the inducing mag-
deepdrilling site whereextremedistortionsoccur. netic field, and the out-of-phasevector.
For practical use, the telluric distortion is subdi- Although, the telluric vectors only provide a
vided into seven‘classes’of increasingmodel corn- method of presentationof the information con-
plexity, and appropriatemodel parametersare tamedin theimpedancetensor,the secondmethod
derivedfor eachclass. tries to adapta principal conductivity model to

this tensor. For example, Cagniard(1953) and
Swift (1967)usedmodelsof a 1D and2D conduc-

2. Basic conceptsfor the caseof a departurefrom tivity distribution, respectively,and Swift (1967)
two-dimensionality was the first to proposethe useof a parameter,the

skew, as a measureof deviations from his prin-

cipal model.In magnetotelluricsone assumesthat in the (2) The model of a local 3D anomalyover a
frequencydomain the horizontal electric field E layeredEarth(Larsen,1977).Thelocal model can
and the horizontal magnetic field B are linked be thought of as a top layer structureof locally
through a complex impedancetensorZ: varying conductance.The model yields the general

impedancetensorI ~ 2~
E = ZB, Z = z~ (1) ~ = f a11 a12 0 Z~

~a21 a22)( —Zn 0 ) (3)
Here and in the following sections,Cartesianco-
ordinates(x, y) refer to observations,andcoordi- Zn is the normal impedanceof the layeredEarth.
nates (x’, y’) refer to a regional 2D structure, The distortion matrix elementsa11, a12, a21 and
with x’ normal to strike, a22 are real and independentof frequencyat low

In the conventional2D evaluation, only the frequencies,for which the top layer structureis
off-diagonalelements~ and Z~are interpreted small compared with the penetration depth.
by the useof 1D or 2D models. The main diago- Therefore, all elements of the measuredtensor
nal elementsZ~and Z~,are usedonly to com- must have the samephaseif they are to be cx-
pute the skewparameter,which is not interpreted plainedby eqn. (3).
by the model but ratherdescribesthe deviationof Larsen(1977) evaluatedlong-period datawith
the conductivity distribution from the exact 2D penetrationdepthsas greatas 100 km and more,
case. In this section, two methodsare reviewed and thesedata fulfilled the abovecondition. His
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generalmodel, however,has also been appliedto 3. The principal superimposition model: a local 3D
shorterperiods.I will thereforepresenta dimen- anomaly over a regional 2D structure
sionality parameterthat describeshow muchpar-
ticular datadepartfrom the model (3). In an earlierpaper(Bahr, 1988), Swift’s (1967)

Considerthe modified impedances and Larsen’s(1977) model were combinedto ob-
tain a principal model that allows for both skew

S1 = ~ + Z~, S2 = Z~,+ ~ andphasedifferencesin the tensor.Thismodel is

D1 = Z~— Z~, D~= — (4) only briefly summarizedhere. It consistsof a thin
top layer of varying conductanceover a regional

S1 andD2 are rotationally invariant.Swift’s (1967) 2D structure.It is referredto asthe ‘superimposi-
skewis tion model’ in the following discussion. In the

K = 1S~/~D2 (5) (x’,y’) coordinate system of the regional 2D
structurethe impedancetensoris

Thephasedifferencesbetweentwo complex num-
bersCl and C2 andthe correspondingamplitude z = (au a12 ~( 0
productsare now abbreviatedby the commutators a21 a22 — Zn~,’x’ 0

[Cl, C2] = Im(C2C1*) I —a~2Z,~~ aiiZnx’y’ \

= Re Cl Im C2 — Re C2 Im Cl = ~ —a22Z~~’~~a2iZnx’~’)

and orZ=AZ2, (9)

~C1, C2} = Re(C2C1*) The regional impedancesZ~~’~’and ~ pro-

= Re Cl Re C2+ Im C2Im ci (6) vide the two regionalphases.Within eachcolumn
only one phaseoccurs. In the ‘telluric vectors’

(* indicates the complex conjugate).A rotation- concept(eqn. (2)) this meansthat the in-phaseand
ally invariantmeasureof phasedifferencesin the out-of-phasevectors of e~are parallel, and the
impedancetensor is in-phaseand out-of-phasevectorsof e~areparal-

= ( i[~1~S2] I + I[S1, D2] I
1~2/ID

2I (7) lel as well.
In an arbitrary (x, y) coordinatesystemthe

It should be noted that this measurebecomes impedancetensor
unstableif the skew i definedby (5) is very small. z = T~AZ2T0 (10)
Larsen(1977) pointed out that only the phaseis
obtained, and instead of the magnitude of the is found. Its elementsare linear combinationsof
normal impedanceZn~the magnitudeof a ‘shifted’ Znx’~,’ and ~ Tn, T~are rotation tensors,
impedanceD . Zn is revealed.Thisis obviousfrom wherethe superscriptT indicatesa transposeand
the decompositionof eqn. (3), which consistsof the label a refersto a regionalstrikeanglea. This
six independentparameters,the four distortion can be found by using the conditionthat the two
matrix elementsand the complex normal imped- elementsof theimpedancetensorof eqn.(9) which
ance. On the other hand, if p. = 0, a measured belongto the sametelluric vectore~havethe same
impedancetensor will provide only five parame- phase,andthe result is
ters: the commonphaseof all the tensorelements tan(2a) = ([S1, 52] — [D1, D2])
and multiples of the four distortion matrix ele- ,,‘( [s1,D1] + ~2, D2]) (11)
ments:

usingthe abbreviationsof eqn. (6) (Bahr, 1988).A
I a11/D a12/D\ / 0 DZn) (8) rotationally invariant dimensionality parameter

= ~a21/D a22/D) — Dz~ 0 that explainsthe extent to which a particulardata

set can be interpreted with the superimposition
The parameterD, which cannotbe resolvedfrom model is the regional skew
the measuredtensor impedance,is referred to as
the ‘static shift’ factor. = ( I [D1, S2] — [5k, D211)

1~2/I I (12)
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(Bahr, 1988). Formally, this parameteris found itself is also factorized. The general impedance
from the condition that in the coordinatesystem tensoraccordingto Groom andBailey (1989) is
of theregional2D structure,~ hasto havethe ~ = T~AZT

samephaseas Z)~’andalso Z1~~‘ hasto havethe 2

samephaseas ~ as any departurefrom these — —(1 — s)( e — t ) Z~’~ (1 + 5 )( 1 — te ) Z~’~

two conditionsresults in a regional skew larger — g — (1 — s)(1 + te ) Z,, ~‘~‘ (1 + s )(e+ t ) ~ J
thanzero. It shouldbe noted that eqn. (11) yields (15)
an unstableresult for the regionalstrike if p. 0. 1/2

In that case,the application of the superimposi- whereg’ = g/[(1 + e
2)(1 + t2)(l + s2)]

tion model would result in an overestimation, The relationship betweenthe distortion parame-
becausep. 0 indicates that the less complex ters g, s, t, e and the elementsa

11, a12, a21 and
model of eqn. (3) for a regional 1D Earth would a22 of the distortion matrix is briefly summarized
be sufficientand thereforea regionalstrike would as follows.
makeno sense.p. can thereforebe referred to as (1) The parameterst and e (‘twist’ and ‘shear’)
an indicator of regionalone-dimensionality. definethe two angles

The decompositionof eqn. (9) requires 10
= arc tan(t) and/3 = arc tan(e) (16)

parameters(Bahr, 1988): two complex regtonal
impedances,four distortion matrix elements,the such that the sum and differenceof theseangles
regionalstrike a and the regional skew u~.As the yield the skewanglesgiven by eqn.(13), i.e.
impedancetensorprovidesonly four complexdc- /3+ $~= /32 = arc tan(a21/a11)
ments,two unknown static shift factors occur in
the decompositionas shownbelow. /-~ — /~ = = arc tan(—a12/a22) (17)

In the coordinateframeof the regionalconduc- (2) The static shift factors linked to the two re-
tivity structure,the angulardeviations /3~and /32 gional impedancesare
of the telluric vectorse~and e~are given by 1/2

1 — 2s — D’ — ~ + 4 \1/2

tan($1)= ~ = —a12/a22 g (1 + s
2) — — ~a

12 a221
1/2

and + (1 2)] = D” = (a~1+ a~1)~
2(18)

tan($
2)= Z5’~’/Z~’~’= a21/a11. (13)

The relationshipbetweenthe model parametersof
and are determinedfrom ratios of the distortion the decompositionof eqn. (15) and the modified
matrix elements.They are referredto hereafteras impedancesmay be explainedby a simple non-
‘skew angles’. The magnitudesof the distortion linear systemof equations(Groom and Bailey,
matrix elementsare, however,inseparablylinked 1989):
to themagnitudesof the two regionalimpedances: s, = + e~2

ZE=(a~2+a~2)
1~2Zfly’x’=D’Zny’X’ D

2=52—etD2

1/2 S2 = (D2 — et5~)cos(2a)— (tb2 + e~)sin(2a)z8 = (a~1+ a~1) Z~~’~’= D”Z~~’~’ (14) D1 = (ID2 + e~)cos(2a)— (b2 — et~)sin(2a)

D’ and D” are the two unknown static shift whereS2 = ZE+ ZB

parameterscorrespondingto Larsen’s(1977)static
shift D for the regional1D case, and D2 = ZE — Z8 (19)

Recently,GroomandBailey (1989)presenteda The distortion parametersg and s cannot be
decompositionthat also incorporatesthe superim- calculatedfrom an experimentaldataset for the
position model, as does the decompositionof eqn. samereasonsfor which D’ and D” are inaccessi-
(9). In their approach, the distortion matrix A ble. Becausethis system of equations does not
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incorporate a regional skew, only seven model model caneasily be obtainedfrom
parametershave to be computed: the complex
impedances~ b~. the regionalstrike a andthe ~‘~‘ = arg ~ ~‘~‘ = arg Z~’~’ (20)
local distortion parameterse and t. As eight input in the coordinate frame given by eqn. (11). For
parametersare available, the systemof equations non-zero i~, thesephasesmay be obtainedfrom
(19) is slightly overestimated.For its solution a the phasesof the telluric vectorsas definedby
least-squaresfitting procedurecanbe used. 2] 1/2

The sequencein which the model parameters tan(~e~) = kIm ~ )2 + (Im z~~)
are derived constitutesthe principal difference /[(Re Z~~)2+ (Re z~~)2]~~’2
betweenthe decompositionaccordingto Groom
and Bailey (1989) and the methodof Bahr (1988) tan(~e)= [(Im z~~)2+ (Im zyy)2I~2
basedon ‘telluric vectors’: Thelatter methodpro-
vides straightforward solution formulae for the /[(Re Z~~)2+ (Re Z~~)2]1/2 (21)
regionalstrike a (eqn. (11)) andthe regionalskew
u~(eqn. (12)). After the impedancetensorhasbeen (Bahr, 1988). For non-zeroui, however,eqn. (11)
rotatedinto the coordinateframeof the regional may not yield a reliable regional strike because
strike a the regional impedancesand the distor- u~s~0 meansa departurefrom the principal super-
tion parameters(eqn. (13)) are found. In contrast, imposition model; in that case,no coordinatesys-
GroomandBailey (1989)estimatedtheseparame- tem existsin which the impedancetensortakesthe
terssimultaneouslyfrom an inversionof eqn. (19). simpleform of eqn.(19). In the coordinatesystem
The resultsare, however,identical if s~= 0. For found with eqn. (11), the phasesin onecolumn of
experimentaldata,it is alwaysthe casethat ~ > 0, the impedancetensormay thencoincideperfectly
i.e. the regional conductivity distribution is not whereasthe phasesof the othercolumn may differ
exactly two-dimensional.In that case, the least- verymuch.Thiscanalso happenin the coordinate
squaressolution of eqn. (19) sometimes yields systemfound by a least-squaressolution of eqn.
more stableestimatesof the regional strike than (19) after Groom and Bailey (1989), in particular
the telluric-vector technique(R.W. Groom, per- in the caseof strong anisotropy.Then, only the
sonal communication,1989). The latter has the telluric vectorwith the largermodulusdetermines
advantage that it can easily be implemented the solution, whereasthe phaseof the other tel-
without numericalefforts for the solution of eqn. luric vector is poorly resolved.
(19). A descriptionof the linearisationprocedure Therefore the superimpositionmodel of eqn.
of eqn.(19)hasbeengivenby Ritter (1988). In the (9) is now modified so that a regional skew s~,if
following section, it is attemptedto constructa any, results in a ‘phase deviation’ in the main
decompositionschemethat is as robust as the diagonalelementsof Z. The phasesin onecolumn
inversion solution of eqn. (19) but can be imple- of the tensor which would coincide if ecln. (9)
mentedas easily as eqn.(11). describesthe tensorexactlynow differ by aphase

Zhang et a!. (1987) also applied a decomposi- deviation angle 8. To avoid any ‘preference’ for
tion correspondingto eqn. (9). Their principal one of the telluric vectors, the ad hoc condition
model is a special case of the superimposition that the samephasedeviation must occur in the
model,becausein their approachthelocal anomaly two columns of the impedancetensor is added.
is consideredto be 2D. The principal model impedancetensorin the coor-

dinatesystemof the regionalstrike is then

4. A straightforwardrobustdecompositionmethod z — ( ~ai

2Zny~x’ e’~ a11Z~~’~’
for the case of moderate departures from the — —a22Z~~’~’a21Z~~~~’e~ (22)
principal superimpositionmodel

In eqn. (22) the phasedeviation angle 6 estab-
If uj = 0, then the phasesof the two regional lishesan additionalmodel parameterthat replaces

impedanceswhich occur in the superimposition the regional skew u~as shownbelow.The regional
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strike coincideswith a coordinateframe in which where the ‘commutators’ [ J, ( } are definedby
the impedancetensortakesthe form of eqn. (22). eqn.(6). It shouldbe notedthat for 6 = 0 eqn.(26)
This strike angleis found from two conditionsfor becomesthe condition used by Bahr (1988) to
the two columnsof the impedancetensorof eqn. estimatethe regionalstrike a from eqn. (11). The
(22), whereasthe two variablesa and 8 are to be secondcondition is that in the coordinateframeof
resolved.The following mathematicaltreatmentis the regionalstrike the phasesof the two elements
a generalizationof the algebra presentedin a in the right-handcolumn of the impedancetensor
previous paper (Bahr, 1988) in which it was a differ by —6. This yieldsa relationsimilar to eqn.
priori assumedthat 8 = 0. (26):

The condition that in the coordinateframe of —A~sin(2a)+ B~cos(2a)+ C~
the regional strike the phasesof the two elements
in the left column of the impedancetensordiffer + E~cos(2a)sin(2a) = 0
by 6 is argZ~~~~— argZ~~~~= 6 or where

Re(Z~’~)cos 6 + Im(Z~’~’)sin 8 A~A1—A2

Re(Z~,~~~) B~=B1—B2

— —Re(Z~’~’)sin 8+ Im(Z~’1~)cos 8 23 C~ C1 + C2

— Im(Z~’5’) ~ E~=E2 = E (27)

This condition can be expressedby use of the the terms A1, B1, C1 and A2, B2, C2, E2 being
modified impedancesin eqn. (4). Transformation definedby eqn. (26). From eqns.(26) and(27) the
of thesemodified impedancesinto a new coordi- two unknown parametersa and S can be found:
natesystemwhich is rotatedclockwiseby an angle combiningeqns.(26) and(27) yields
a yields [—A1 sin(2a) + B1 cos(2a)]

= D1 cos(2a) + ~2 sin(2a), D~= [— C2 — E2 sin(2a) cos(2a)]

S~=S2cos(2a)—D1sin(2a), S1’=S1 (24) — C1

and therefore — [—A2sin(2a) + B2 cos(2a)]

= S~+ D~= S1 + D1 cos(2a) + S~sin(2a) = tan 6 (28)

and Assumingthat

Z~~=—D~+S2’ (BIA2+A1B2+CIE2)
2

= —D
2+S2cos(2a) —D1 sin(2a) (25) > 4(B1B2 — C1C2)(A1A2— CIC2) (29)

With eqn.(25), eqn.(23) becomes then the solution for a is

—A sin(2a) + B cos(2a) + C tan(2a12)=

+ E cos(2a)sin(2a)= 0 1 (B1A2 + A1B2+ C1E2)

where 2 (A1A2—C16’2)

A=A1+A2=([S1,D1]±[52,D2})cos8 1 (B1A2+A1B2+C1E2)
2

+({S
1,D1)+{S2,D2})sin8 ± 4 (AACC)

2

B=B
1+B2=([S1,S2]—[D1,D2])cos8 1/2

~({S1. ~2} - {D1, D2}) sin8 - (30)

C= C1 + C2= ([D1, S2] — [Si, D2J) cos 8

+((D S } — (S D }) sin 8 and 8 can then be obtainedfrom eqn. (28). The1’ 2 1’ 2 subscripts I and 2 referring to the two different

E = E2 = ({ S1. S1 } — (D2, D2 }) sin 8 (26) signs of the root in eqn. (30) describe two different
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coordinate systems in which the regional skew u~ is cases for a second reason. None of these tech-
either converted into a minimal phase deviation niquesallows for the occurrenceof hiddenstatic
angle 8 or into a maximal phasedeviation.For shifts which are describedby eqns.(14) and (18).
‘physical’ reasons, the minimal 6 solution is pre- The problem of recognition and removal of static
ferred, although from a mathematical point of shiftshasbeentreatedby numerousauthors.Their
view both solutionsare of the samevalue, suggestionshave included predictionsof the dis-

It should be noted that eqn. (30) yields an tortion by use of model calculations(Berdichevsky
unstable result for the regional strike if the re- and Dmitriev, 1976), geoelectrical mapping of the
gional ID indicator p. (eqn. (7)) is zero. In that top layer structure (Kemmerle, 1977), normaliza-
case, A

1 = B1 = C1 = 0, no phase differencesoccur tion of electromagnetic sounding results by use of
in the tensor and the simpler model of a regional spatial Fourier analysis (Berdichevsky and
1D Earth (eqn. (3)) is again appropriate. Equation Zhdanov, 1984), comparisonof the magnetotel-
(30) also yields unstableor no results if the re- luric impedance with an undistorted magnetic im-
gional skew u~defined by eqn. (12) is zero. In that pedanceat low frequencies(Larsen, 1977; Bahr
case,C1 = 0, as can be seen from eqns. (12) and and Filloux, 1989),a combinationof the magneto-
(26), and thereforeno phasedeviationangle 6 is telluric method and the magnetovariational
establishedby eqn.(28). However,in that case,the method (Bahr, 1988), and model calculationsof
regional strike a from eqn. (11), obtainedby the voltagedifferencesinsteadof telluric fields (Poll et
method described by Bahr (1988), is already a al., 1989). It mustbe pointedout clearly that even
robust straightforwardsolution. the decompositiontechniqueswhich are basedon

The applicationof the ‘phasedeviation’ method the superimpositionmodel do not solve the prob-
developed in this section must be restricted to lem of static shifts. They only include a possible
those complicated caseswhere the regional 1D applicationof oneof the static shift removal tech-
indicatorp. andthe regionalskewu~do not vanish. niquesreferredto aboveon top of the decomposi-
In thesecases,eqn.(30)yieldsa robustestimateof tion by an estimationof the static shift parameter
the regional strike. D’, D” described in eqn. (14), or g, s describedin

eqn. (18), respectively. Junge (1988) applied the
comparisontechniquesuggestedby Larsen(1977)

5. A note on the physical and mathematical decom-
and descnbedby Bahrand Filloux (1989)to dcc-

posItion schemes . . .tromagneticfields at six sitesin the F.R.G., three
Otherdecompositionschemesthatdo not make of which were situatedin a sedimentarybasin.He

assumptions about the physical model (e.g. the found strongdeparturesof D’ and D” from unity
dimensionality of the conductivity structure), re- at all sites. In contrast, Bahr and Filloux (1989)
ferred to as ‘mathematical decompositions’ in the found no distortion, or only moderate distortion,
following, have been suggested by Eggers (1982), at ocean-floor MT sites. It must be concluded
Spitz (1985), Cevallos (1986), LaTorraca et al. that, at least in land magnetotelluricsand at low
(1986) and Yee and Paulson (1987). The relation- frequencies, static shifts can occur in almostany
ship between the parameters of these techniques geological environment.
and the parameters of the decompositionof eqn. To provide a completeset of formulae for the
(15) has been investigated by Groom and Bailey evaluation of field data in a later section, two of
(1990) by use of synthetic data. The main result of the mathematical decomposition methods are
their comparison is that if the true conductivity tested. Eggers’ (1982) method yields two principal
structure meets the requirements of the superim- impedances:
position model, the principal impedances obtained ~ 2 = (z — z )/2
by the mathematical decompositions still yield ‘ y v 1/2

mixtures of the two regional impedances. ±[~(z~+ z~)2 — Z~Z~),]
A useful application of the mathematical de- 1/2

compositions is, however, restricted to very few = D2/2 ±[D~/4 — det(Z)] (31)
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which are eigenvaluesof the impedancetensor, whereD’ and D” are defined by eqn. (14). r
1 and

The term det(Z) is the determinant Of Z. A1 and r2 are the shifted regionalimpedances,if the two
A2 are rotationally invariant. If the conductivity skew anglesdefinedby eqn.(13) are identical and
structureof the subsurfaceis correctly described therefore
by the superimpositionmodel, the principal im- a12/a22= —a21/a11 (38)
pedances obtained are

This case is treated again in the next section as
Ai,2 = ~(ai1Z~’~’ — a22Z~’~’) ‘class4’ type of telluric distortion.

±~[(ai1Z~’5.’+a22Z~’~’)
2

11/2 6. The sevenclassesof telluric distortion
~ (32)

In general,they contain mixtures of the regional This section tries to provide a ‘cookbook’ for
impedances as found by Groom and Bailey (1990). the evaluation of measuredimpedancetensors,
If no local anomalyoccurs or if it is 2D in the whereby the theoretical concepts which havebeen
(x’, y’) coordinatesof the regional strike, then reviewedor developedin the previoussectionsare
(a

12 = 0, a21 = 0) andtherefore applied.The investigationstartswith the simplest

= a11Z~’~’,A2 = a22Z~~~’ (33) physical model and proceedsto more complex
modelsuntil an appropriatemodelhasbeenfound.

i.e. the regional impedancesare obtained cor- It is restrictedto the evaluationof MT dataat a
rectly. This is also the case if one of the skew single frequency,although the parameterswhich
angles(eqn. (17)) vanishesor if bothare small and are to be calculatedmight be frequency depen-
therefore dent. For example, the subsurfaceundera particu-
a12a21 = 0 (34) lar site appearsto be 1D for sufficiently high

LaTorracaet al. (1986) and Cevallos (1986) first frequencies.With increasingpenetrationdepth, a
suggestedevaluatingthe realeigenvaluesr1, r2 of a high-conductivity structurein the vicinity of the
Hermitian tensorthat is computedby multiplying sitemight generatean inductive anomaly.At very
Z by its complex conjugatetransposeZT * These low frequencies,the effect of that structureon the
eigenvaluesare found from tensor impedancecan be considered to be a

galvanicanomaly(Haak, 1978). An examplefor
det(ZY*Z) = r~r~ the frequencydependenceof the proposeddimen-

trace(Z
T*Z) = r~+ r~ (35) sionality parametersis presentedin the next sec-

tion.
They provide only rotationally invariant magm- Thetensorimpedanceis first convertedinto thetudes of the impedance,but no rotationally in- modified impedancesgiven by eqn. (4). If the

variant phasesas do the eigenvalueseqn. (31) of
skew(eqn. (5)) is small,Eggers(1982). Equation(35) leadsto
K<O.l, (39)

r~
2= trace(Z

T*Z)/2
then the tensorimpedanceis eitherundistorted—

1/2
±[trace(Zt*Z)2/4 — det(Zt*Z)j (36) Cagniard’s (1953) model of a layered half-space

would be appropriate—or it is described by Swift’s(Yee and Paulson, 1987). The superimposition (1967) model.
model would yield the eigenvalues

r
12 = (D’

2z~~~~+ D”2Z~~)/2 Class 1: thesimple2D anomaly

±~ + D~~2Z~,~,)2/4 A rotationally invariant measure of two-dimen-
sionality is

+ ~ (37) ~ (D
1

2+Sfl/D~ (40)
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If ~ > 0.1 the conductivity distribution shouldbe All otherclassesdealwith casesin whichneither
consideredto be 2D. Swift’s (1967) method of the skew (eqn. (5)) nor the phasedifferencemea-
determiningthe strike amay be applied,andafter sure (eqn. (7)) vanish.The applicationof the test
the coordinate transformation (eqn. (24)) the im- eqn. (12) provides a measure of whether the super-
pedance tensor is of the form imposition model is adequate.Again, the test

I 0 ~ \ / 0 S2’ + D;) parameter, here u~, can be compared with a rota-
Z = z~. 0 ) = S~’— D; 0 tionally invariant measure of the data errors. The

differences between classes 3, 4, 5 and 6 consist

(41) only of the amount of local distortion. For very
small regional skew, e.g. uj <0.1, eqn. (11) yields a

The parameters of the 2D anomaly are the ani- reliable regional strike (except for a 90° uncer-
sotropy tainty). Otherwise, a more robust scheme such as

A = Re( Z~’~’/Z~’~’) (42) eqn. (30) or the solution of the system of equa-
tions (15) after Groom and Bailey (1989) should

andthe phasedifference be applied. In the coordinatesystemof the re-

= Im(Z~’~’/Z~’~’) (43) gional strike, the skew angles ~ and 82 (eqn.
(13)), or alternatively twist and shear(eqn. (17)),

They constitute a statement on the size of the 2D are considered.
anomaly; if

64 <<A, (44) Class 3.’ a regional 2D anomaly with weak local

distortionthen this 2D anomalyis purely local.
All ‘higher’ classes deal with cases in which the

skew (eqn. (5)) does not vanish, e.g. K > 0.1. In This classincludesall casesfor which
that case, the test eqn. (7) yields a measure of the /~1<5° and /~2< 200

phasedifferencesin the impedancetensor.
or

Class 2: thepurely local 3D anomaly /~2< 5°and /31 <200 (48)

Because of eqns. (33) and (34), the eigenvaluesof
If that measure does not exceed the relative Eggers (1982) can be considered as scaled regionalerror, impedances.

p. <dD2/D2 (45)

or if p. < 0.05, Larsen’s (1977) model can be ap- Class 4: a regional 2D anomalyin rotated coordi-
plied to the impedance tensor (dD2/D2 is a rota- nates
tionally invariant measure of data errors). Then
one phase This class includes cases in which the skew

angles are equal:
~=arg(S2—D1) (46)

81=82=8 (49)
canbe computed.The parameterp. can therefore
be consideredas a measureof regionalone-dimen- andthe twist parametert vanishes,ascanbe seen
sionality. The condition p. = 0 formally yields a from eqn. (17). In the case of extreme anisotropy,
modified skew angle /3 defined by e.g. Z~’~’<< Z~’~’,the phase of one regional im-

Re 51/ReD2 = Im 51/Im D2 = tan(13) = K (47) pedancecan be only roughly estimatedand the
class4 type structuremight thenbe confusedwith

(Bahr, 1988, eqn. (21)). a class 2 type. In this case, it is sufficient to rotate
For an estimation of the true magnitude of the the impedance tensor according to

impedance,additional knowledgeof Z~or of the
local conductivitystructureis necessary. = TITZ (50)
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by the angle /3 which was definedfor class2. A gional strike of neighbouringsiteswhich haveless
similar modified skewanglehasbeenproposedby strongtelluric distortion.
Groom and Bailey (1989, eqn. (39)). Z~will then
belongto class 1 and thereforeno decomposition Class 7: a regional 3D anomaly
is necessary.A more likely explanationfor the
occurrenceof the angle/3 is, however,a malad- This classincludesthosecaseswhere
justment of the electrodeswith respect to the

> 0.3
magnetometer(Cox et al., 1980).

andthereforeeven the regionalconductivitydistri-

Class 5.’ a regional 2D anomalywith strong local bution is not 2D. The superimpositionmodel is
distortion not then appropriate. It may, nevertheless,be

tested whether eqn. (30) or the decomposition

This class includes all other cases with the method of Groom and Bailey (1989) yields a re-
exception of the special case consideredunder gionalstrike that coincideswith the regionalstrike
class6. Here a decompositionis necessaryandthe of neighbouringsites, or that coincideswith the
conceptsdescribedin the last two sectionsshould regionalstrike of theparticular sitein someother
be applied. Equation (11) or (30) yields the re- frequencyband. If this is the case, then the re-
gional strikeand eqn. (20) or (21) yields the prim- gional conductivity structurecan be consideredto
cipal phases.It should be noted that eqns. (11) be approximately2D.
and(12) provideunstableresultsif p. (cf. eqn.(7))
is very small, in which case class2 alreadyde-
scribesthe impedancetensorcorrectly. Similarly, 7. An example from the Germandeep drilling site:
it doesnot makesenseto apply eqn. (30) if ~ is the frequency dependenceof skew parameters
very small, e.g. ‘q <0.05.

In 1986, Metronix-Geometracarriedout mag-

Class 6: a regional 2D anomalywith strong local netotelluricmeasurementsin the targetareaof the
channeling German deep drilling site in the Oberpfalz, Bavaria

(Fig. 1). Details of field procedures and data
This class includes the cases where processing have been given by Jensen et al. (1988).

Figure 2 shows the period dependence of the skew
/31 + $2 — 90° (51) parameters K (eqn. (5)) and ~ (eqn. (12)) of site

Then the shearparameter 002, situatedat the place of the 1987 pilot hole.
Also displayed are the real part of the induction

e~1 (52)
arrow, the regionalstrike (eqn. (11)) and the pre-

(Groom and Bailey, 1989).In this case,the direc- ferred direction of the telluric field, for six peri-
lion of the electric field doesnot at all dependon ods. Thelength valuesreferto the realpartof the
the direction of the magneticfield, except for a Schmuckerinductive scalelengthC = Z/iw.
sign change.It can easily be shown that the im- At the highestfrequencies(300 Hz), the con-
pedancetensorthen takesthe form of eqn. (9) in ductivity distribution canbe consideredto be 2D
any coordinateframe, althoughthe phasesof the with a north—southstrike, as is obvious from the
regional impedances~ and ~ will vary eastward-directedinduction arrows. At frequen-
with the orientationof the chosencoordinatesys- cies around 30 Hz, uj 0.25 and K 0.5. There-
tern. The superimpositionmodel then works well fore, the regional conductivity distribution in a
for all regional strikes and the straightforward 2 km rangeis approximately2D with evensmaller
solution (eqn. (11)) for the regionalstrikebecomes embeddedanomalies. Therefore site 2 now be-
unstable.Correctregionalphasescan be obtained longs to class 5. The NW—SE regional strike in
if the regional strike is fixed by some a priori this frequencybandis probablycausedby a steep
information, e.g. the induction arrows or the re- graphitizedcataclasitezone.Thesegraphitescause,
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Fig. 1. Field sites 2, 6, 13, 15 and 17 in the vicinity of the Germandeep drilling project KTB in the Oberpfalz,Bavaria. The
NW—SE-strikingamphibolitesurfacepetrologybetweenErbendorfandVohenstraussis referredto as‘Zone Erbendorf—Vohenstrauss’
(ZEV).

in addition to a conductivity anomaly, a large netotelluric regional strike indicate a large-scale
self-potentialanomaly(Haak et al., 1991). east—west-strikingstructure. It has been found

In the periodrange0.3—3 s, the inductive scale previouslywith electromagneticmethods(Berktold
length is in the 6—13 km range,andthe impedance and Regner,1984).Nevertheless,the local telluric
tensorbelongsto class7 as u~> 0.4; the regional strike in this low-frequency band serves as a
conductivity distribution is thus 3D. From the ‘frozen’ measureof the strike of the induction
SW—NE directionof the inductionarrows aswell anomalyin the 0.3—3 s periodrange.
as from the extensionof this structure—visiblein This leadsto an importantconclusion:the tel-
the inductive scalelength—it can be concluded luric distortion at long periods is causedby a
that this regional conductivity structure is the conductivity structurewhich is not really ‘local’
‘Zone Erbendorf—Vohenstrauss’(ZEV) (see Fig. but is of small dimensions(6—13 km) if compared
1). with the inductive scale length at these long

At the longestperiods,this sitebelongsto class periods(60 km). At very short periodsthis struc-
5 again; the inductionarrowsas well as the mag- ture is not seenin the impedancetensor.There-
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Fig. 2. Skewparameters,~and i~for site 2 (seeFig. 1). ‘Regional’ strike refersto an anglecomputedby useof eqn.(11) and(at long
periods)eqn. (30), whereas‘local’ strike refersto an angle obtainedby Swift’s (1967) rotation analysis.Togetherwith thesestrike
anglesthe real partof theSchmuckerinduction arrowis displayed.For further explanation,see text.

fore, the classifications‘local’ and‘regional’ which tion that was obtained from eqn. (12) for site 15
areused throughoutthis paperaswell asin earlier or from eqn. (30) for sites 2 and 6. Thereby a
contributions (Bahr, 1988; Groom and Bailey, regional strike in the range —20° to 0° was
1989) make senseonly for a particular period found. For computationsof the phasesof sites13
range.A more general study on the relationship and 15, the regional strike was fixed at a = 0.
betweentheperiodrangeandthedepthof investi- Although the regional phasesof these five sites
gation hasrecentlybeenpresentedby Spies(1989). still scatterslightly, as a result of grossdataerrors,

Figure 3 shows the long-period phasesof the clearly a decouplingof the two branchesbelong-
regionalimpedancesfor five sitesin thevicinity of ing to the two telluric vectorsis observable.The
the Germandeepdrilling site. The maximumdis- occurrenceof two phasescan be interpretedby a
tancebetweentwo sites was 3 km (see Fig. 1); 2D east—west-striking conductivity structure,
thereforethe regionalphasesof all sitescould be which, in turn, is responsiblealso for the large
expectedto besimilar at long periods.Sites2 and inductionarrows.
15 belong to class 5, sites 13 and 17 belong to
class6, and site 6 belongs to class 7. At all sites,
largeinduction arrowspointing towardsthe south 8. Conclusion
indicate a strong east—west-strikingconductivity
contrast(Jensenet al., 1988). Figure 3a showsthe There are many types of distortion of telluric
phases4y~and ~ obtainedwith the conven- fields by near-surfaceconductivity anomalies,and
tional method of strike determination.They vary they may occur in different environmentsof re-
stronglyfrom site to siteand the zero phase

4y~ gional conductivity distribution. Probably no
cannotbe interpreted.Figure 3b showsthe phases simple formula exists that can be applied in all
computedfrom eqn.(21) in a regionalstrikedirec- casesto separatelocal and regionalcontributions
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Fig. 3. (a) Long-periodphasesfor five sites obtainedin rotatedcoordinatesusing Swift’s (1967) rotation analysis.(b) Long-period
‘regional’ phasesobtainedby useof eqn.(21). For furtherexplanation,see text.

to a measuredimpedancetensor and to obtain incorporatean increasingcomplexity of the gen-
parameterswhich correctly describenear-surface eral resistivity distribution:
or regionalconductivity structures. (1) a 1D Earth;

Consequently, this paper describes dimen- (2) a 2D Earth;
sionality parameterswhich may be used to check (3) a 1D Earth with an overlying 3D structure
whethera particular magnetotellurictensor may (Larsen,1977);
be describedby somegeneralphysical model,e.g. (4) the superimpositionof a 2D Earthanda surfi-
a ID Earthcoveredby a purely local 3D structure. cial 3D structure(Bahr, 1988; Groomand Bailey,
Theseparametersrefer to a seriesof models that 1989);
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(5) a generalmodel that allows for moderatedcvi- friendsfrom Metronix-Geometraforproviding the
ation of the regionalstructurefrom the purely 2D field data.
case.

In the last, mostcomplicated,model, the solu-
tion for the strike of the regional structure i~ References
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